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1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a well-known duality for maps on surfaces that interchanges 
vertices and faces while retaining certain important features such as the 
automorphism group. Wilson [ 121 and Lins [7] gave topological descrip- 
tions for other similar invertible operations on surface maps which, 
together with the above duality, generate a group isomorphic to S,. In [6] 
Jones and Thornton showed how these operations arise naturally in 
algebraic map theory, being induced by the outer automorphisms of a cer- 
tain Coxeter group. This paper presents this result in general dimension. 
2. COMPLEXES AND COXETER GROUPS 
In [9] Ronan shows how any chamber system, as defined by Tits [lo], 
can be regarded as a certain type of cell complex. Special cases of the con- 
nection between thin chamber systems and cell complexes arise as (essen- 
tially) algebraic approaches to cell decompositions of manifolds and their 
natural generalisations (see [2-4, 111, for example). We briefly outline the 
connection between certain Coxeter groups and ordered complexes. 
Suppose that we have a cell decomposition of a connected n-manifold. 
We take a barycentric subdivision and label the vertices of this subdivision 
with the dimension of the represented cell. We now form a dual graph 
whose edges are labelled by elements of (0, 1, . . . . n} such that no two 
incident edges have the same label. This is done by regarding the 
n-simplices of the barycentric subdivision as vertices which share an 
i-labelled edge whenever there is a common (n - 1 )-face of the barycentric 
subdivision that does not contain a vertex labelled i. 
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For each integer i: 0 < id n we define p, to be the permutation of the 
vertices of this graph that transposes the vertices of each edge labelled i. It 
can be shown that the relations of = (pjpk)* = 1 hold for lj- kl > 1, and so, 
by the connectivity of the manifold, we have a transitive permutation 
representation of the group 
f,, = <ro, rl, . . . . r,,/v,Z=(rjrk)*=lrO~i,j,k~n,~j-k~>l). 
Conversely, given such a transitive permutation representation we can 
reconstruct the manifold and its cell decomposition. Roughly speaking we 
take a set of n-simplices, one for each element of the permuted set, and 
arbitrarily label each vertex of each n-simplex with a distinct element of 
(0, 1, . . . . n}. We then identify two (n - I)-faces, that do not contain a vertex 
labelled i, whenever the corresponding elements are transposed by r,. 
If we take an arbitrary transitive permutation representation of f,, then 
the underlying space of the associated complex may not be a manifold. 
However, there is a partial order on a set of subcomplexes of the associated 
complex which, when the associated complex is a barycentric subdivision 
of a cell decomposition of a connected manifold, is the natural partial order 
(by inclusion) on the cells. Transitive permutation representations of f,, 
characterise such ordered complexes (see [ 111). Details on the represen- 
tation of cell decompositions of manifolds by means of r,,-sets may be 
found in [3]. 
3. OPERATIONS AND OUTER AUTOMORPHISMS 
Suppose that A is a cell decomposition of a connected n-manifold. Let 
A* denote the dual decomposition. Cells of dimension i in A’ are transfor- 
med into cells of dimension n-i in .A!*. Let d&2’ denote a barycentric 
decomposition of A. If we consider the relationship between paths in 4’ 
along the graph dual to AAM and paths in .A’* along the graph dual to 
Adz’* then we see that the duality of cell decompositions of manifolds 
corresponds to a duality of sequences in {r,,, . . . . r,l} that acts by interchang- 
ing the symbols r, and r,l ,. This duality preserves the set of sequences {rf, 
(r,r,)*: 0 <i, j, k<n, lj- kl > 1 }. It also preserves the juxtaposition of 
sequences. Thus, we have a duality of elements in f,, that preserves group 
multiplication. In other words, we have a group automorphism off,,. This 
group automorphism induces the duality of cell decompositions of 
manifolds by its action (pre-composition) on the associated transitive per- 
mutation representations of r,,. We define an operation on the topological 
realisations of transitive permutation representations of r,, to be any trans- 
formation that is induced by a group automorphism of r,,. This definition 
was first made by Jones and Thornton [6] for maps on surfaces. 
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The inner automorphisms of r,, act trivially on the topological 
realisations of transitive permutation representations of r,,, so we have an 
induced action of the group of outer automorphisms of f ,, : 
Out(f,,) z Aut(f,,)/Inn(r,,). 
We now come to the main theorem. 
THEOREM. If H,, is the subgroup of automorphisms qf r,, that is generated 
hy @,, : r, ++ r,, ,, 0 < i < n, and 4,,: r2 H r,r,; ri ++ rir 0 < i < n, i # 2, then 
Aut(T,,) is a split extension qf Inn( I-,,) h.r H,,. 
The theorem was proved in the case n = 2 in [6]. It is easily verified that 
Hz is isomorphic to the symmetric group S,. For n > 2, H,, is dihedral of 
order 8. 
4. CENTRALISERS OF INVOLUTIONS 
Our aim is to prove the theorem stated in Section 3. 
First a word about Coxeter groups. Let W be any group generated by a 
set of involutions S. For s, s’ in S let m(s, s’) be the order of ss’ and let I be 
the set of couples (s, s’) such that m(s, s’) is finite. The couple ( W, S) is 
called a Coxeter system if the generating set S and the relations 
(KY’)~“.“’ = 1 for (s, s’) in I forms a presentation of the group W. 
By considering surjections from f,, onto dihedral groups we see that if 
lj-kl > 1 then r,rk has order 2 and if lj-k( = 1 then rirk is of infinite 
order. Thus if R,, denotes the subset {ro, r,, . . . . r,,} then the couple (f,,, R,,) 
is a Coxeter system. 
THEOREM 4.1 [l, Theorem IV.l.81. !f (W, S) is a Coxeter system then 
(i) For all subsets X qf S, the couple ((A’), X) is a Coxeter system; 
(ii) If (XJzF.4 is a fumily of subsets of S then (fix t n X,) = 
nztA cw. 
Any Coxeter system ( W, S) may be represented by an edge-labelled 
graph. The vertices are taken to be the elements of S, and two vertices s, s’ 
are joined by an edge labelled m(s, s’) whenever m(s, s’) > 2. 
Thus (r,, R,) is represented by the edge-labelled graph shown in Fig. 1. 
The graph representing (I-,, R,) is obtained from the graph representing 
(I’, ~, , R, ~ ,) by the addition of a single vertex, representing Y,, and an 
edge labelled co. This suggests that we might use induction on n to prove 
.3c .2 .A.z.-.2.. x. 
ri, r, r? r, r. 
FIG. 1. The graph representing (f,, R,). 
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the theorem stated in Section 3 if we first determine the behaviour of r,, 
under the automorphism group of f,,. Our immediate aim is thus to study 
some simple properties of r,, that remain invariant under the automorphism 
group of r,,. We consider the order of r,, and the isomorphism class of its 
centraliser. 
For each i E {O, 1, . . . . n) let G,(n, ri) denote the subgroup of r, generated 
by R,,\{r,}, let Gz(n, ri) denote the subgroup of f,, generated by 
R,,\{r;+ ,}. and let A(n, vi) denote the subgroup of f,, generated by 
R,,\Ir,, r , t i }. Then f,, is the amalgamated product p(n, ri) of the sub- 
groups G,(n, ri) and G,(n, r,) by the subgroup Afn, r,). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. There is a hijection between the sets of pairwise com- 
muting elements of R,, and the conjugacy classes of elements of ,finite order 
in r,,. 
ProoJ We use induction on n. Let T be the set of those n E N for which 
any element of finite order in fN is conjugate to a product of pairwise 
commuting elements of R,,. Clearly 0, 1 E T. Suppose that k 3 2 and that 
n E T for all n <k. By the torsion theorem for amalgamated products [S, 
Theorem IV.2.71, any element of finite order in r, is conjugate to an 
element of either G,(k, rk) or Gz(k, rk). But G,(k, rk)= rk- r and 
G,(k, rk) = r,. 2 x (r,), and so, by the inductive hypothesis, k E T. Thus 
T= N. 
By abelianisation we obtain a surjection from r,, onto the direct product 
of n + 1 copies of a cyclic group of order 2. This shows that if the product 
of one set of pairwise commuting elements of R,, is conjugate to the 
product of another then those two sets must be equal. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The centraliser in r,, of the product of a set of pairwise 
commuting elements of R,, is the subgroup associated with the edge-labelled 
graph representing (f,,, R,,) less those vertices ao$acent to some element qf 
that set. 
ProoJ: Let {s,, . . . . s,} be a set of pairwise commuting elements of R,, 
and let s =si .. ‘s,,,. Let iE { 1, . . . . m}. Then SE G,(n, si)\A(n, s,). Suppose 
that t E C,(s). Let t = t, . tk be a reduced form for t in P(n, s,) and 
suppose that k > 2. If t,, t, E G,(n, si) then S’IE G,(n, s,)\A(n, si) and 
t,s E A(n, si). Whence t, ltk~~G,(n,s,)\A(n,si) and so t-‘sts= 
fkl... t,-‘.s”.t,...t,~*(tk-, k t s) # 1 by the normal form theorem for 
amalgamated products [S, Theorem IV.2.61. If either tl or t, is in G,(n, si) 
then we find a similar contradiction. Whence k < 1. If t E G,(n, s,)\A(n, si) 
then again t-‘sts # 1 by the normal form theorem for amalgamated 
products. Whence t E G,(n, si). Therefore C,(s) E ny=, G,(n, s,). 
Proposition 4.3 now follows as a corollary to Theorem 4.1. 1 
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COROLLARY 4.4. [fn >O then Z(T,,)= 1. 
Proqf If g E Z(f,) then 
ge Crn(r0r2r4 ... )n Crn(r,r3r5 ... ) 
= <r o, r2, r4, > n <rl, r3, r5, . . . > 
= 1, 
by Theorem 4.1. 1 
Our aim now is to use Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 to determine the 
behaviour of r,, under the automorphism group of r,, in the sense that if 
r~ EAut(T,) then we will show that there exists ~1, E (r,?, H,,) such that 
r;“’ = r,,. We make use of the following construction. For g E f,, consider 
those involutions h E r,, that commute with g and are such that 
ZC,(h) E C,. Let p(g) be the number of conjugacy classes represented by 
such involutions. By Proposition 4.2, p(g) is finite. Clearly, if u E Aut(T,,) 
then p(g) = As”). 
LEMMA 4.5. p(ri)=I{rjER,,:j${2,n-2, ifl}}lfora/lri~R,,. 
Proof By Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, {r, E R, : j $ (2, n - 2) } represents 
the conjugacy classes of those involutions h E r,, such that ZC,(h) r C,. If 
lj- il = 1 then ri $ Cr”(rj)ln, by abelianisation, and so the conjugacy class 
of rj is not counted in p(r,). Conversely, if lj - i( # 1 and j +! { 2, n - 2 > then 
the conjugacy class of rj is counted in p(ri). 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. If p(ri) =p(r,,) then ig 10, 1, 3, n - 3, n- 1, n}. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Given x E Aut( f ,,) there exists cx, E (r,,, H,, ) such that 
yzxi = y II P2. 
Proof: If we consider the order of r,, and its centraliser then the cases 
n d 2 are trivial. For n >, 3 we have ZC,(r,,) E C, and so the conjugacy 
class of r: is represented by some ri E R,,. Thus, by Corollary 4.6, there is 
somegEf,,andsome6E(~,,)suchthatr~R”~(r,,~,,r,,~,,r,,}.Ifr~””~r,, 
then we are done. We deal separately with the remaining cases. 
Let P,, denote the set of sets of pairwise commuting elements of R,, and, 
for g E r,,, let U(g) = C,(g)/ZC,(g). Suppose that r;“” = r,_ , Then 
U(r,) r U(r,_ ,). If n = 3, this implies the contradiction that r, z 1. If 
n > 3, this implies that r,,- 2 z r, 3, and thus (by Proposition 4.2) the 
contradiction that II’,, ~ 2 I = 1 P,, _ 3 I. 
On the other hand, suppose that rzK” = r,,- 3. If n = 3 then r;““’ = r,,, 
where { 6, 6’) = { 1, e,,}, and we are done. If n E (4, 5) then U(r,,) z U(r,, 3) 
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implies that f,- Z % I-, , and thus the contradiction that 1 P,- z 1 = I P, 1. 
If n>5 then f”+2rrn-5 xr, and thus the contradiction that 
lPn~zj=3/P,,-5/, for if SEP ,,.. 5 then S, su f’-,,-3)! su irn ~2>, 
{rnp41 EPrzp2. I 
We have determined the behaviour of r,, under the automorphism group 
of r,,. Our motivation for his was the hope of using induction on n to 
prove the theorem stated in Section 3. We now prove the theorem. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Our immediate aim is to develop the inductive step that will be used to 
prove the theorem stated in Section 3. In view of Proposition 4.7 we note 
that if ~~Aut(f,) and ri=r,? then p restricts to an automorphism of 
Cf,(rIz), which, for n 2 2, is f,- Z x (r,,). The following simple proposition 
thus relates Aut(T,,) to Aut(f,,- 2), and so gives the necessary inductive 
step. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any two groups G and H let IT he the natural 
epimorphism rc: G x H + G. If p E Aut(G x H) and Hl’ = H then prt E Aut(G). 
Proof: GP” = GPn x HP” = (G x H) pX=(Gx H)“=G. IfgEG is such that 
gpx=l thengPEH,andsogEHPm’=H, whenceg=l. ( 
THEOREM 5.2. Aut(f,,) is a split extension of Inn(f,,) by H,. 
Proof We will show by induction on n that Aut(T,,) is generated by 
Inn(r,,) and H,. The cases n < 1 are trivial, and the case n = 2 was proved 
by Jones and Thornton [IS]. We now assume that n>2 and that 
Aut(T,) = (I-,,,, H,) for all m < n. 
Let CI E Aut(f,,). We will compose CI with elements of (r,,, H,,) to 
produce the trivial automorphism. This will show that cx E (I-,,, H,,). By 
Proposition 4.7 there exists M, E (I-,,, H,,) such that r:‘l= r,,. Thus ra, 
restricts to an automorphism of C,(r,,) = I-,,+ z x (r,,) and so, by 
Proposition 5.1, if 7c is the natural epimorphism 7~: I-,,.. 2 x (r,) + I-,,- z 
then LXOE>ZE Aut(r,,-,). Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, there exist 
hEH,,-2andgEr,-zsuchthatr;“l= r~ziforsomeziE(r,),Odidn-2. 
If tin-2 EH,,-z is defined by r,wr, for O<i<n-2, i#n-4, and 
r,, - 4 t-+ I,, ~ 4 r,, - 2 j one has H,-, = GL2><$n-2>M-2). Let 
/?E (e,,-,), YE ($,1+2), 8~ (bnpZ) be such that h=py6. Note that 4,Z--2 
is the restriction of #,, to r,? _ >. Define 6’ E H, by 6’ = 1 if 6 = 1 else 6’ = 4,. 
Let tlz = g- ‘6’. Then ry1112 = t$zi for 0 < i < n - 2, and r~11z2 = r,,. 
If i$ (2, n- 2, n- 1, n} then I.ZC,-“(ri)J z$ IZC,“(rQyr,)j, whence zi = 1 
for i${2, n - 21. Similar arguments show that c~cli a2 in fact fixes ri for 
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0 < i < n - 3 and can only act on Y,,+ z as multiplication by some 
z,, 2 E (r,,). Thus, if we write z,, _ z = r;! and let p = MLX, a lC/;? then p fixes Y, 
for i#n- 1. 
Now p restricts to an automorphism of Cr,,(y,,- 3r,r- 5r,,+7 ... ). If we let 
K be the subgroup (r,,, r,,+ , ) and L the subgroup (r,, 3, r,, 5T r,, 7, ... > 
then Crn(r,, ~ 3 r,, .- 5 r,, .~ 7 . . ) = K x L and L” = L. So, by Proposition 5.1, if 
7c is the natural epimorphism IC: K x L --) K then prr E Aut(K). The set 
IS c aracteristic i;tlr;t:;;:;;,;i,,, h in K and rsn = r,,; thus there exists 
Pn II 
and fixes all other r:y 
,=r; ]. Whence pz multiplies r,,+ , by some tv E L 
If n = 3 then there exists q E {O, I) such that w = r;i, whence pz#; = 1 and 
we are done. If n > 3 then ZC,,,(r,, ,) r C2. Thus ZC,(r,, , w) z C, and so 
M, = 1 and we are done. i 
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